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In a variety of model studies it has been shown that the problem of a single hole in a Mott insulator can be
quite well addressed by assuming that all that matters is the interaction between the propagating hole and the
spin waves of the insulator. NiO has been often taken as the archetypical example of a Mott insulator and
recent angular resolved photoemission studies have revealed that holes in this material share both itinerant and
localized aspects that are very hard to understand either in conventional band-structure theory or from purely
localized approaches. Starting from a strongly coupled electronic multiband Hubbard model, we derive a
generalized strong-coupling spin-fermion model. The model includes the multiplet structure of the electronic
excitations and describes the interaction of the O(2p) holes moving in oxygen bands with the spins localized
on Ni ions. In linear spin-wave order we find an effective Hamiltonian describing the scattering of the bandlike
holes on the spin waves. This problem is solved in rainbow order, and we find that the outcomes resemble well
the experimental findings. In contrast to earlier impurity interpretations stressing spatial locality, we find that
momentum dependencies are dominating the hole dynamics.I. SPIN WAVES AND PHOTOEMISSION OF NiO
The discovery of the high-Tc superconductors triggered a
revival in the interest of the electronic structure of the
transition-metal oxides. Several interesting electronic and
magnetic properties observed in these materials are caused
by strong electron correlations, driven by the large Coulomb
interaction U between the 3d electrons. Not surprisingly,
band-structure theory fails in even the most elementary as-
pects. For instance, the calculations performed within local
~spin! density approximation @L~S!DA# predict that some of
the transition-metal oxides ~such as FeO and CoO! are met-
als, while in reality they are large-gap Mott insulators. Even
if the insulating character, as for NiO, is correctly repro-
duced, the value of the gap is too small by an order of
magnitude.1
Some time ago, it seemed that this problem was basically
solved in approaches that emphasized the interactions. It was
assumed that the physics was essentially local; single elec-
tron momentum was supposed to be destroyed completely
and instead one could limit the description to ~atomic! inter-
actions and short-range quantum delocalization. In this way
the momentum integrated spectral functions could be ex-
plained in some detail.2,3 Most importantly, the so-called sat-
ellites seen in the photoemission spectra ~spectral weight
showing up at large excitation energies!, originally discussed
in terms of spectroscopic artifacts, were identified to corre-
spond with Hubbard bands, showing that Hubbard models
can be taken quite literally, even on energy scales for which
they were not intended.PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~20!/13573~15!/$15.00Because this ‘‘Hubbard band structure’’ was now acces-
sible experimentally,4,5 surprises followed. It turned out that
other bands could show up in between the 3d derived Hub-
bard bands—in the late 3d compounds this is generically the
ligand 2p band, with the effect that the top of the valence
band is of p character, resulting in a charge-transfer ~CT!
insulator. Especially in NiO one has at first sight a problem
with such an interpretation since the top of the valence band
seems to reflect the multiplet splittings of the 3d7 lower
Hubbard band ~LHB!. This problem is resolved within this
‘‘localized’’ point of view if the effects of covalency are
taken into account. Even if the finite bandwidth of the 2p
states is taken seriously ~‘‘impurity approximation’’!, the hy-
bridization between the LHB and the p band is strong
enough to pull out bound states above the top of the latter.
These bound states can exist in the different spin- and
angular-momentum channels of the 3d ‘‘impurity,’’ thereby
creating a bound-state structure resembling that of the bare
LHB, which itself shows up as a high-energy satellite.
This way of thinking was formally justified by Zhang and
Rice.6 They showed that the ‘‘gap-state’’ binding energy
could be much larger than the bandwidth related to the de-
localization of these bound states; it is correct to assume that
the carriers in these materials carry the local quantum num-
bers of the LHB @e.g., a hole in ‘‘Ni~II!’’ is either a low- or
high-spin ‘‘Ni~III!’’ state#. Only if one invests enough en-
ergy to exceed the Zhang-Rice ~ZR! binding energy, it be-
comes consequential that these carriers originate predomi-
nantly from ligand states.
The angular-resolved photoemission ~ARPES! study on
NiO by Shen et al.5 constituted an important next step. De-
spite the successes of the localized approach we just dis-
cussed, these data revealed that the electronic structure of13 573 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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rather well-defined dispersing states were observed, which
seemed to be naturally explained from conventional band-
structure theory5 rather than from a local, strongly correlated
point of view. It is noticed that NiO is special in this regard,
because, e.g., cuprate ARPES spectra do not reveal disper-
sive features at higher energies.
Here we will present a theory of a different kind, which
seems to reconcile in a natural way the dichotomy of the
‘‘band’’ and ‘‘localized’’ nature of the valence-band elec-
tronic structure of NiO. We start from the fact that NiO is a
CT insulator of the large-U variety. We even overemphasize
the interactions by adopting the above spin-fermion limit that
is not quite realized in this case. The ground state of 3d spin
system is a classical antiferromagnet and therefore its el-
ementary excitation spectrum is understood in great detail in
terms of linear spin-wave ~LSW! theory. Accordingly, the
problem in NiO is that of the oxygen hole scattering off these
spin waves via the mediating Kondo interactions. Math-
ematically, this interaction is similar to standard electron-
phonon ~polaron! theory. However, the couplings are very
strong and the interaction vertex shows extreme momentum
dependence, contrasting sharply to the locality characterizing
phonon problems.
We lean heavily on the work done in the context of the
t-J model. This latter model describes the hopping of a ~fea-
tureless! hole in a Heisenberg spin system. The t-J model
seems at first sight simpler than the spin-fermion model, but
it actually describes a more extreme situation. The hole can
only delocalize by exciting spins and a bare kinetic-energy
scale is absent: the coupling constant is in fact diverging.
Although the physics at any finite hole density is still un-
clear, it is now generally believed that the one-hole case is
understood in detail, precisely in terms of the above spin-
wave framework. The late Schmitt-Rink, together with
Ruckenstein and Varma, were the first to realize7 that the
one-hole problem could be treated by rather conventional
means, because of the classical nature of the spin vacuum.
The Ne´el state is qualitatively not different from any crystal-
line solid except that spins ~especially S51/2, but also the
S51 spins of NiO! are much more quantum mechanical than
even the lightest ions. However, one is still above the lower
critical dimensionality of the classical mean-field theory and
the Gaussian fluctuations ~spin waves! can account well for
the quantum corrections. One fermion cannot change the na-
ture of the vacuum and, at least asymptotically, the spin
waves are also, in this case, all that matters. Evaluating the
t-J model up to LSW order ~see also Sec. II! yields a Hamil-
tonian similar to the one used in the context of CuO2 ~Ref. 8!
and looks like that of an electron coupling to acoustic
phonons except that the bare kinetic energy of the former is
missing.
The topology of the quasiparticle ~QP! band in the t-J
model is that of a particle hopping on a magnetic sublattice,
while the QP bandwidth ;zJ , is set by the scale of the spin
fluctuations.9 The total extent of the spectrum turns out to be
;zt ~i.e., the hole-magnon interaction scale! while the QP
pole strength is ak;J/t , as expected. Physically this QP is
different from a normal polaron; the hopping of the hole
(;t) acts to increase locally the quantum spin fluctuations,
melting the ‘‘spin solid’’ in its immediate neighborhood. Themotion of the hole is accompanied by a backflow of spin
fluid,10 allowing it to move coherently throughout the lattice
~‘‘spin-liquid polaron’’!.
Because of the strong coupling, one needs a self-
consistent theory and under the neglect of vertex corrections
this becomes the rainbow resummation @or self-consistent
Born approximation7 ~SCBA!#, where one uses the fully
dressed hole Green’s function to calculate the hole self-
energy ~Sec. II!. Assuming that the low-energy part of the
hole spectrum is dominated by a QP pole, it was shown by
Kane, Lee, and Read11 that the self-consistently calculated
Green’s function has indeed a QP peak accompanied by an
incoherent part.
In principle, the above theory is devised to describe the
long-wavelength limit. Important for our purposes, detailed
comparisons of the outcomes of this theory with exact diago-
nalization studies of small clusters,12 which were next ex-
tended to the spectral functions of real particles added to
~removed from! the antiferromagnetic ~AF! state,13 show that
a nearly perfect description is obtained for the whole spectral
function, including the incoherent, multiple spin-wave con-
tributions at energies v.zJ . This can be understood to some
extent by considering the Ising t-Jz limit, which is the worst
case because even the emergent kinetic scale disappears.
LSW-SCBA reproduces essentially correctly14 the character-
istic ladder spectrum of the nonretraceable path
approximation,15 and it is well known that the corrections
~‘‘Trugman loops’’16! are not important for the overall shape
of the spectrum.
Coming back to the situation in NiO as described with a
spin-fermion model, LSW-SCBA should in principle be a
better approximation than for the t-J model. First, the S51
antiferromagnet is closer to the classical ~large S) limit than
its S51/2 counterpart. More importantly, the coupling con-
stant is no longer infinite because of the finite bare band-
width of the 2p holes. Nevertheless, the outcomes have to be
more complex. In LSW language, bound states occur due to
a local binding of the oxygen hole to a magnon. This com-
posite particle should hop as a whole through the AF lattice,
thereby producing the QP pole, as well as the multiple spin-
wave incoherent background. Finally, at even higher ener-
gies it is expected that k-dependent features exist reflecting
the bare oxygen bands. Rather remarkably, this is precisely
what LSW-SCBA yields, as shown by our preliminary re-
sults reported earlier.17,18
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we consider
a two-dimensional ~2D! slab to represent the ~001! surface of
NiO and we derive a generalized spin-fermion model that we
believe is sufficiently realistic to be used to interpret the
whole valence-band region. This incorporates the full mag-
netic structure, as well as all orbital degrees of freedom of
relevance in planar directions for the valence band. We in-
clude both oxygen ‘‘s’’ and ‘‘p’’ orbitals, and the degen-
eracy of the 3d shell (eg and t2g orbitals!, with the Hund’s
rule interactions in the intermediate states. Under the condi-
tion that d-d excitons do not play a dynamical role, we show
that this reduces to a spin-fermion model, albeit a quite com-
plicated one involving more p bands, AF as well as ferro-
magnetic ~FM! hole-spin interactions, etc. We motivate our
choices for the free parameters in the model by spectroscopic
data. Evaluating this model numerically up to LSW-SCBA
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spectral function that accounts semiquantitatively for the
angular-resolved photoemission data of this material. The
paper is summarized in Sec. IV. The Appendix contains the
symmetry arguments that allows us to interpret the self-
energy obtained at different momenta.
II. SPIN-FERMION MODEL FOR NiO
A. Effective Hamiltonian
NiO is best characterized as a CT insulator,19 where the
O(2p) band lies in between the Ni(3d) upper Hubbard band
~UHB! and LHB. If the splittings between these bands is
large enough compared to the d-p hybridization (tpd), one
finds that the Ni holes localize, and an oxygen ~doped! hole
interacts with the S51 (3A2) spins on the neighboring Ni
ions. We assume a small hybridization compared with the
Coulomb interaction U and the CT energy D5«d2«p ,
where «d and «p are the energies of 3d and 2p states, re-
spectively. In the regime of tpd!D and tpd!U2D , the ef-
fective interactions between an oxygen hole and Ni S51
spins can be derived using perturbation theory.20 A moving
hole may scatter against spin or orbital excitations. The latter
have excitation energies of at least 1 eV and may be safely
neglected.
It is well known that the electronic states described by the
three-band model21 for high-temperature superconducting
oxides correspond to those treated in an effective t-J model
in the strongly correlated limit.6 One possibility is therefore
to extend the t-J model by the hopping to further neighbors
that follows from a mapping procedure to the effective space
of a single band.22 While the t-J model is a generic Hamil-
tonian, another and more realistic route may be followed by
considering spin-fermion models that result from the full
electronic structure in the strongly correlated regime, if both
the symmetry of the doped holes and the multiplet structure
of 3d states are taken into account.10,23 If the Coulomb in-
teractions are strong enough, it is in general possible to in-
tegrate out perturbatively the 3d charge degrees of freedom.
The problem that remains is that of a carrier that is strongly
coupled to the spin background.
Undoped NiO is ionic, and one has Ni21 ions in the high-
spin 3A2 configuration, while the 2p states of oxygen ions
are filled. It is convenient to represent the components of the
local d8 triplets (3A2) by hard-core bosons,24
Bi1
† 5dx↑
† dz↑
†
,
Bi0
† 5
1
A2
~dx↑
† dz↓
† 1dx↓
† dz↑
† !, ~1!
Bi ,21
† 5dx↓
† dz↓
†
.
There are two classes of excited states by which the spin of
an oxygen hole may be exchanged with one of the spins in
the background. Either one of the holes in the d8 triplet
jumps out to a neighboring oxygen site and a d9 configura-
tion is created, or a doped hole moves to the transition-metal
site that results in the d7 intermediate state. In the UHB of d9
configurations one has singly occupied eg orbitals. These
excited states are characterized by the energy D , if the smallcorrections due to the energy difference between the dx22y2
and d3z22r2 levels are neglected.
The LHB that consists of d7 configurations is more com-
plex. First of all, an oxygen hole moving to a Ni site may
create a high-spin (S53/2) 4T1g state when it occupies one
of the t2g (dits† ) orbitals,
4Ti ,3/2;dit↑
† Bi1
†
,
4Ti ,1/2;
1
A3
~dit↓
† Bi1
† 1A2dit↑† Bi0† !,
4Ti ,21/2;
1
A3
~dit↑
† Bi ,21
† 1A2dit↓† Bi0† !,
4Ti ,23/2;dit↓
† Bi ,21
†
. ~2!
In addition to this high-spin state, one has as well two low-
spin doublet states with either a t2g (2T1g) or an eg (2Eg)
orbital occupied by an extra hole,
2Ti ,1/2;
1
A3
~A2dit↓† Bi1† 2dit↑† Bi0† !,
~3!
2Ti ,21/2;
21
A3
~A2dit↑† Bi ,21† 2dit↓† Bi0† !,
and two 2E configurations,
2Ei ,1/2;Bi1
† dix(z)↓
†
,
~4!
2Ei ,21/2;dix(z)↑
† Bi21
†
.
As a result of the transitions to all these excited states one
finds the Kondo-like exchange interactions, originating from
the virtual hopping of the p hole into the Hubbard bands.20
Furthermore, in order to make a comparison with a NiO~001!
surface measured in the ARPES experiments by Shen et al.,5
we restrict ourselves to a single 2D slab, mimicking the
~001! surface of NiO. By considering the virtual transitions
to higher-energy excitations, one finds that the electronic
states of the NiO~001! plane are described by the following
spin-hole model:
H5Hs1Hh
01Hh
J1Hh
AF1Hh2s . ~5!
Without holes the system is described by the superex-
change Hamiltonian for S51 spins on Ni ions,
Hs5J (
^i j&P(A ,B),(C ,D)
SiSj2J8 (
^i j&P(A ,C),(B ,D)
SiSj , ~6!
where an AF interaction J couples the pairs of next-nearest
neighbor spins Si along the x and y directions, being sepa-
rated by one oxygen ion @see Fig. 1~b!#. These interactions
stabilize an AF ground state with two pairs of interpenetrat-
ing magnetic sublattices, (A ,B) and (C ,D), occupied by up
(A and C) and down (B and D) spins in the respective Ne´el
state. The weak FM interaction, J85aJ , couples the nearest
neighbors, i.e., acts between pairs of spins that belong to
(A ,C) and (B ,D) sublattices, respectively, and is frustrated
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expressed in terms of two Schwinger bosons bis at each site
~Ref. 11!, and then is easily diagonalized by considering the
fluctuations around the classical saddle point,
bi↓5b j↑5A2S ,
~7!
bi↑5b j↓50,
where iPA ,C and jPB ,D . This gives one branch of acous-
tic magnons with energies vq in unfolded Brillouin zone
~BZ!,
Hs5(
q
vqbq
†bq , ~8!
with magnon energies vq given by
vq54J@~12azq,1!22~gq2azq,2!2#1/2, ~9!
and with gq5 12 (cos 2qx1cos 2qy), zq,65 12 cos(qx6qy) ~de-
fining the lattice distance between Ni and O nearest neigh-
bors as a unit length a51). The spin waves with their cre-
ation operators bq
† are described by the Bogoliubov
transformation,
bq5uqbq2vqb2q
†
,
uq5F11~12xq2!1/22~12xq2!1/2 G
1/2
, ~10!
vq52sgn~Bq!F12~12xq2!1/22~12xq2!1/2 G
1/2
,
where xq5Bq /Aq , Aq5J2J8zq,1 , Bq5Jgq2J8zq,2 , and
bq is a Fourier transform of the Schwinger boson operators
in real space ~7!,
bq5 (
iPA ,C
bi↑eiqri1 (jPB ,D b j↓e
iqrj
. ~11!
Doped holes that occupy the O(2p) orbitals represent the
second subsystem. We label the O(2p) orbitals that are ori-
ented along x or y axes in the ~001! plane as x(y) and the
direct oxygen-oxygen hoppings are described by Hh
0
,
FIG. 1. The BZ ~a! for the NiO ~001! plane, shown schemati-
cally in part ~b!, with two holes at each Ni ion indicated by arrows.
The dashed lines in ~a! indicate the folding of the BZ in the AF
phase, where G-X shows the nesting vector.Hh
05 (
mns
@ txx~am ,xs
† an ,xs1am ,ys
† an ,ys!
1txy~am ,xs
† an ,ys1am ,ys
† an ,xs!# , ~12!
where am ,x(y)s
† are creation operators for a hole at site m with
spin s5↑ or ↓ on orbitals along x ~y! direction.
We claim that, as in a high-temperature superconductor, a
hole doped to an oxygen orbital in NiO interacts with the
spins on the neighboring transition metal ions by Kondo-like
exchange interactions. They are derived by considering the
intermediate d9 and d7 states at Ni ions and the correspond-
ing hole configuration ~one or three holes! on a Ni ion, which
occur, respectively, when the hole hops from O to Ni ion,
and vice versa. In d9 states one has a hole within one of the
eg orbitals. The spectrum of d7 configurations is more com-
plex as one finds either a high-spin 4T1g quartet @Eq. ~2!#, or
one of the low-spin doublets, 2T1g @Eq. ~3!#, and 2Eg @Eq.
~4!#, as intermediate states. The eg oxygen orbitals hybridize
with the dx22y2 and d3z22r2 orbitals ~both occupied by one
hole each in 3A1) by tx and tz , respectively, while the t2g
orbitals hybridize only with ~unoccupied! dxy orbitals by tp .
It is convenient to write the three-site hopping and Kondo
terms by defining locally eg and t2g symmetries for the oxy-
gen orbitals by their coupling to the respective Ni(3d) states,
i.e., pointing either along or perpendicular to Ni-O bonds,
respectively. Using this notation, the free oxygen bands (HhJ)
are renormalized by a moving hole by the spin-independent
part,
Hh
J5 (
imns
@~Tx ,e1Tz ,e!am ,es
† an ,es2Ttam ,ts
† an ,ts# ,
~13!
where m and n are nearest neighbors of Ni site i,
Tx(z),e5
1
2 @JK
x(z)~D!2JK
x(z)~2E !# ,
Tt5
1
3 @2JK~4T !1JK~2T !# . ~14!
The spin-dependent contribution in Eq. ~5! is of the form
Hh
AF5S (
imns
(
jj85e ,t
lsJjj8@amjs
† anj8s1H.c.# , ~15!
with ls56 for s5↑ ,↓ , respectively. In the reciprocal space
Hh
AF leads to the coupling between the k and k1Q states,
Hh
AF5S(
k
(
jj85x ,y
ajj8~k!@ak1Q,j↑
† ak,j8↑2ak1Q,j↓
† ak,j8↓# ,
~16!
where Q5(p/2,p/2) is the 2D nesting vector @Fig. 1~a!#,
and
axx~k!522@~Jx ,e1Jz ,e!sin~2kx!2Jt sin~2ky!# ,
ayy~k!522@~Jx ,e1Jz ,e!sin~2ky!2Jt sin~2kx!# ,
~17!
axy~k!54@~Jx ,e2Jz ,e!cos kx sin ky1Jt cos ky sin kx# ,
ayx~k!54@~Jx ,e2Jz ,e!cos ky sin kx1Jt cos kx sin ky# .
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x(z)(D)1JKx(z)(2E)# , Jt5 23 @JK(4T)
2JK(2T)# , and
JK~4T !5tp
2 /@U~4T !2D14Dq# ,
JK
x(z)~2E !5tx(z)
2 /@U~2E !2D26Dq# ,
~18!
JK~2T !5tp
2 /@U~2T !2D14Dq# ,
JK
x(z)~D!5tx(z)
2 /@D16Dq# .
Compared with the usual spin-fermion model derived from a
spin-degenerate Hubbard model,20,25 the present model is
more complex. Besides the two flavors of fermions (e ,t), the
multiplet structure of the LHB manifests itself in the form of
one FM, @JK(4T)# , and two AF, @JKx(z)(2E)# and @JK(2T)# ,
exchange interactions, in addition to the UHB-derived inter-
action @JK
x(z)(D)# . Thus, the ferromagnetic sign of the Kondo
interactions is found only for the high-spin (S53/2) states
similarly as in the spin-fermion model for the CuO2 plane.8
The free-fermion part of the Hamiltonian, Hh
01Hh
J
, can
be easily diagonalized to give two hole bands,
Hh5Hh
01Hh
J5 (
k,ms
«m~k!ak,ms
† ak,ms , ~19!
where
«e(t)~k!52@E111E226A~E112E22!214E12E21# , ~20!
with
E1152txx cos kx cos ky1~Tx ,e1Tz ,e!sin2 kx
2Tt sin2 ky ,
E125~2txy2Tx ,e1Tz ,e1Tt!sin kx sin ky . ~21!
The elements E22 and E21 can be obtained from E11 and E12
by the transformations $kx↔ky% and $txx↔tyy%. In the AF
background the states with momenta k and k1Q are coupled
by Hh
AF
, and the full free-hole Hamiltonian Hh
01Hh
J1Hh
AF
leads to the following 434 matrix problem:
F ~@Hh0#1@HhJ # !~k! ls@a#~k!
ls@a#
†~k! ~@Hh
0#1@Hh
J # !~k1Q!G , ~22!
where @# stands for the 232 matrices labeled by spin
indices, and the elements of @a# are defined by Eqs. ~17!.
The coupling between the subsystem of itinerant holes at
O(2p) orbitals and localized spins at Ni sites is realized by
the Kondo-like spin-hole exchange interactions, originating
from the virtual hopping of the p hole into the Hubbard
bands,20
Hh2s5(
imn
@~Jx ,e1Jz ,e!Sismn ,e2JtSismn ,t# , ~23!
where the ~nonlocal! hole spin (s51/2) operators,smn ,s
1 5am ,s↑
† an ,s↓ ,
~24!
smn ,s
z 5
1
2 ~am ,s↑
† an ,s↑2am ,s↓
† an ,s↓!,
are defined by hole creation operators am ,ss
† in a s5e ,t (eg
and t2g) orbital at site m.
Schmitt-Rink et al.7,11 proposed that these kinds of
Hamiltonians can be treated using the powerful formalism of
polaron theory. The idea is that only the linearized collective
excitations ~magnons! of the spin system are important.
Comparison with exact results for the t-J ~Ref. 14! and
spin-fermion8,26 models shows that this strongly coupled
hole-magnon problem is accurately solved already in LSW-
SCBA, also with regards to the overall structure of the spec-
tral function of a single hole. In LSW order the total Hamil-
tonian has the following form:
HLSW5(
kms
Em~k!pk,ms
† pk,ms1(
q
vqbq
†bq
1
1
AN (kq,mns M mn~k,q!pk2q,ms
† pk,n2s~bq
†1b2q!,
~25!
where pk,ms
† represent both k and k1Q states ak,xs† , ak,ys† ,
ak1Q,xs
†
, ak1Q,ys
† for m51, . . . ,4, respectively. Em(k) are
the eigenvalues of the matrix given by Eq. ~22!. The bare
vertex M mn(k,q) has a complex form,
M mn~k,q!5~uq1vq!M mn
h2s~k,q!, ~26!
where
M mn
h2s~k,q!5 (
jj851,2
@Fjj8~k,q!Vmj~k1q!Vnj8~k!
1Fjj8~k1Q,q!Vmj~k1q1Q!Vnj8~k1Q!# .
~27!
This hole-magnon bare vertex depends on the geometrical
factors that follow from the Bogoliubov transformations for
fermions @Vmj(k)# and bosons (uq ,vq). Neglecting the AF
corrections to the free Hamiltonian results in the M mn
h2s(k,q)
vertex with the first term in Eq. ~27! only. Moreover,
F11~k,q!5~Jx ,e1Jz ,e!@cos qx2cos~2kx2qx!#
2Jt@cos qy2cos~2ky2qy!# ,
~28!
F12~k,q!52~Jx ,e2Jz ,e!sin kx sin~ky2qy!
22Jt sin ky sin~kx2qx!,
F22(k,q) and F21(k,q) are obtained from F11(k,q) and
F12(k,q) by the transformation (kx ,qx)↔(ky ,qy). At small
momenta these factors can be approximated as Fmn(k,q)
;kx(y)sin qx(y) while for large k→Q they decrease with in-
creasing momentum transfer, Fmn(k,q);cos qx(y) . For small
momenta the term uq1uq;(q22aqxqy)1/4, and the vertex
M mn(k,q) vanishes in the q→0 limit. In the opposite limit,
for q→Q we have uq1vq;uq2Qu21/2 but M mnh2s(k,q)
;uq2Qu leading to the hole-magnon vertex, M mn(k,q)
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vertex is different than obtained in the Kondo-lattice model
by Ramsˇak and Prelovsˇek,26 where the form of the Kondo
interaction neglects the respective orbital phases in real com-
pounds leading to a diverging vertex for q→Q.
The present model is similar to the one used earlier for
spin polarons in the t-J model.7,11,14,27 The main differences
are another coupling term Hh2s , as well as the presence of
the kinetic terms (Hh0 ,HhJ ,HhAF). The latter kinetic parts have
a broader dispersion than that found from the t-t8-J model
for the realistic parameters of high-temperature supercon-
ducting oxides, and is thus expected to more strongly influ-
ence the respective spectral functions. The Hamiltonian
HLSW also has more independent parameters and can be di-
rectly applied to real systems. As in the t-J model, a propa-
gating hole experiences scattering on the spin excitations of
the AF background, described by Hh2s . It has been shown14
that an accurate description of the spectral density in the t-J
model is obtained by treating these scattering processes in
SCBA.7,11 A similar quality is expected in the present 434
problem and in the leading order we find the Green function
~for pk,ms states!
Gmn
p ~k,v!5
1
v2Em~k!dmn2Smn
p ~k,v!
. ~29!
which is determined in the SCBA by the hole self-energy
obtained from the bare vertex and the self-consistently
dressed Green function,
Smn
p ~k,v!5 (
ab ,q
M ma~k,q!M bn~k,q!Gab
p ~k2q,v2vq!.
~30!
We have solved the system of Eqs. ~30! and ~29! self-
consistently. Next, we have to project this problem on the
states with momentum k only. Consequently, the Green
functions for the original ak,n ,s (n5x ,y) states have been
approximated as
Gmm~k,v!’(
n
uVmn~k!u2Gnn
p ~k,v!, ~31!
giving the single-hole spectral functions,
Amm~k,v!52
1
p
Im Gmm~k,v1ie!, ~32!
exhibiting quite a complex structure that resembles the quali-
tative results obtained for the t-J ~Refs. 9, 12, 14, and 27!
and the spin-fermion models.8,26
B. Parameters and free-hole dispersion
We solved the many-body problem given by Eq. ~5! using
similar parameters as obtained empirically by van Elp et al.28
in a NiO6 cluster in octahedral symmetry or in the multior-
bital tight-binding model.29 We use the following hopping
elements between oxygen nearest neighbors: txx5tyy
50.20, txy5tyx520.35 eV, and between 2p and 3d orbit-
als at nearest neighbors: tx51.5, tz5tx /A3, and tp
51.0 eV. The Coulomb interaction elements are U(4T)
56.7110Dq , U(2T)59.1110Dq , and U(2E)59.1, whileD55.0 and the eg-t2g splitting is 10Dq50.7 ~all in eV!. This
gives the three-site hoppings: Tx ,e.20.10, Tz ,e.20.03,
Tt.20.31, and Kondo interactions Jx ,e.0.52, Jz ,e.0.17,
Jt.20.06 ~all in eV!. Thus, the model is dominated by an
AF coupling with the eg symmetry, accompanied by a small
FM coupling for the t2g states.
All the numerical calculations were carried out on a
20320 cluster with toroidal boundary conditions in the irre-
ducible wedge of the unfolded BZ. The energy axis was
divided into 2000 points with resolution dv;0.01 eV, and
we stopped iterating when the changes in (k,v@A(k,v)#2
became less than 0.1–0.01 % ~this corresponds to 20–70 it-
erations, depending on the value of J).
The superexchange parameter can be estimated using the
fourth-order expression
J5
2~ tx
21tz
2!2
D2 F 1U~ 2E ! 1 1DG , ~33!
yielding J’0.072 eV. Although the above expression pre-
dicts a reasonable magnitude of J, it might be still underes-
timated as there are also significant fifth-order contributions,
due to the oxygen-oxygen hoppings, similar to those consid-
ered by Eskes and Jefferson for CuO2 planes.30 The actual
value of J does not change the electronic states in a signifi-
cant way, and we have chosen J50.1 eV as a representative
value. Furthermore, we took the unimportant FM exchange
interaction (J8) between nearest-neighbor Ni ions to be
smaller by one order of magnitude than J (a50.1).
The noninteracting (U5JH50, etc.! version of the above
model, using the parameters of van Elp et al.28 yields a sat-
isfying fit to the ~unpolarized! LDA band structure.4,5 This is
not entirely unproblematic since the band structure of a thin
2D slab is compared with that of the fully three-dimensional
system. It turns out, however, that the bands derived from the
planar 2p orbitals map quite well on the LDA bands of the
same character, at least as long as kz50 and the only major
difference is in our neglect of the out-of-plane pz orbitals.
The band that involves these states is degenerate with one of
the planar bands along the ^01& direction, but the most dis-
persive feature in the ^11& direction ~Fig. 15 of Ref. 5! turns
out to be of pz character. We suspect that this band can be
better neglected because it is most strongly affected by the
loss of kz as a good quantum number. More generally, on the
level of the spin-hole dynamics we expect that no complica-
tions occur because of our neglect of the third direction. The
reason is that it mainly involves magnons capable of creating
a spin backflow opposite to the momentum of the hole.10
In a 2D model of NiO one finds two oxygen bands de-
scribed by Hh
0
, with a dispersion of about 3 eV. This disper-
sion is shown in Fig. 2~a! along the main directions within a
2D Brillouin zone ~Fig. 1!. The bands are degenerate along
the G-M direction. The zeroth-order coupling to the corre-
lated Ni(3d) orbitals gives the effective hopping via Ni sites,
which modifies strongly these hole dispersions and, as a re-
sult, both oxygen bands (Hh01HhJ) get much closer to each
other @solid lines in Fig. 2~b!#. In the G-X (G-Y ) direction
they are strongly influenced by Hh
J
, while along the G-M
direction the dispersions are only slightly pushed upwards.
The largest effective hopping is in the t2g channel leading to
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character. Including the Hh
AF term, one finds that the oxygen
bands at a given momentum k mix with the ones for k1Q
@see Fig. 2~c!# resulting in a spectrum broader by ;2 eV
more than that found for Hh
01Hh
J alone @Fig. 2~c!#. More-
over, the ^11& and ^1¯1& directions are no longer equivalent.
These bare dispersions have little in common with either the
LDA-band structure or with the experiment.5
For a comparison, the truly noninteracting tight-binding
band structure is presented in Fig. 3. Here we have included
all p and d states for the ~001! plane in the U , JH→0 limit.
The CT energy between O and Ni states D52.0 eV was
chosen to give realistic splittings between the p and d
bands.31 We find three Ni bands above the two bands having
predominantly oxygen character. The p-like bands are simi-
lar to those obtained by Shen et al. within LDA.5
The bands from Fig. 2~c! do not contribute equally to a
given k state. Thus, we have calculated the spectral functions
Amm
0 (k,v) obtained in the limit M mn(k,q)50 ~no coupling
to magnons!.32 At the high-symmetry points ~where Hh
AF part
of the free Hamiltonian does not contribute! we have found
one ~at the G and M points! or two ~at the X and Y points!
peaks representing the bands from Fig. 2~b!. The spectra are
FIG. 2. The oxygen electron bands as obtained from the free and
effective hopping terms: ~a! Hh
0
, ~b! Hh
01Hh
J
, and ~c! from the total
free Hamiltonian for oxygen electrons, Hh
01Hh
J1Hh
AF
, for realistic
parameters of NiO. Solid ~dashed! lines in ~a! and ~b! represent
states for momentum k (k1Q). In ~c! bands are coupled by the
nesting vector Q ~see Fig. 1! and cannot be labeled by individual
momenta k and k1Q.more complex at intermediate momenta where all four bands
from Fig. 2~c! contribute ~with different spectral weights! to
Amm
0 (k,v) ~see Fig. 4!. However, these spectra, with four or
eight ~in the ^11&/^1¯1& direction! dispersive features, look
completely different than the photoemission data by Shen
et al.5 As we will show below, this difference is removed
when the states are dressed by the coupling of a moving hole
to the quantum fluctuations in spin background.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Spectral functions for a spin-fermion model
In Figs. 5 and 6 we show our results for the spectral
functions as line plots along high-symmetry directions in
momentum space. They are drastically modified with respect
to those discussed above in the absence of hole-spin cou-
pling, and are now characterized by flat features at low en-
ergies accompanied by dispersive features at high energies;
the latter are well visible on the incoherent background.
In order to arrive at a meaningful comparison with experi-
ment, one should keep in mind that it is impossible to ad-
dress the spectral weight distributions of the photoemission
FIG. 3. Five-band electronic structure of NiO as obtained from
the realistic multiband model ~including 2p and 3d orbitals! in the
U→0 limit, assuming «d523.0 eV and D52.0 eV.
FIG. 4. The electronic spectral functions for the total free
Hamiltonian, Amm
0 (k,v), as obtained using realistic parameters
along ~a! G-M @the ^100& direction by Shen et al. ~Ref. 5!#, and ~b!
the combination of G-X and G-Y directions @^110& direction by
Shen et al. ~Ref. 5!#, respectively. The large broadening e
50.1 eV is used.
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perimental side; photoemission does not directly measure the
single-hole spectral function, but instead a related quantity
that is modulated by dipole matrix element effects, photo-
electron ~final! state effects, etc.33 These are known to re-
shuffle the spectral weights considerably. Special to the
present case, we have calculated the O(2p) spectral weights,
while in experiment both 2p and 3d weights are measured.
As will be further explained, this causes large differences in
the intensities of the low-lying states.
Having this in mind, let us compare the overall appear-
ance of our central results ~as shown in Fig. 5! with
experiment.5 Figure 5~a! ~with spectra along the G-M direc-
tion! can be directly compared with the data along the ^100&
FIG. 5. The electronic spectral functions in the SCBA,
Amm(k,v), for the realistic parameters of NiO along: ~a! G-M di-
rection @the ^100& direction by Shen et al. ~Ref. 5!#, and ~b! the
combination of G-X and G-Y directions @^110& direction by Shen et
al. ~Ref. 5!#, respectively. The broadening e50.01 eV is used.
FIG. 6. The electronic spectral functions in the SCBA,
Amm(k,v), for the realistic parameters of NiO along the ~a! G-X
and ~b! G-Y direction, respectively. The broadening e50.01 eV is
used.direction ~Figs. 2–13 in Ref. 5!. Shen et al. argue that the
experiment most likely averages over the magnetically in-
equivalent G-X and G-Y directions, and for this reason we
show in Fig. 5~b! the superposition of the spectral functions
in these two directions, to be compared with the ‘‘^110&’’
results of Shen et al. ~their Figs. 14–22!. The spectral func-
tions resolved along the nonequivalent G-X and G-Y direc-
tions are shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! separately.
As a somewhat unexpected result, Shen et al. reported
that the spectral functions along the ^100& and ^110& direc-
tions look quite similar.5 Taking all information together,
there seem to be four distinguishable features: A, C, D, and E
along ^100&, and A1, C1, D1, and E1 along the ^110&
direction, taking the notation used in Ref. 5. These fall in
two groups: two low-lying features (A/A1,C/C1) showing
very little ~if any! dispersion, and two ‘‘bandlike’’ features
(D/D1,E/E1) at higher energies, where especially E/E1
seems to show sizable dispersion at larger momenta.
At intermediate energies (26 eV,v,24 eV) and
away from the G point, some of the pronounced bands in the
bare functions ~Fig. 4! cannot be identified in our spectra
~Fig. 5!. This difference is due to the spin fluctuations that
are building up low-energy coherent states, and at the same
time wipe out some of the bare bands leaving only the high-
energy sector coming from the bonding band from Fig. 2. As
a result, our spectra can be, therefore, divided into ~i! bound
states (A/A1 features and to some extent C/C1 features!, ~ii!
nonbinding band states at intermediate energies, except for
the special momenta where the hole-magnon vertex becomes
small ~most of D/D1 and E/E1 features!, and ~iii! antibound
states ~tiny states at v.28 eV seen in the GY direction!.
The most spectacular example of these effective states is
found along the ^11&/^1¯1& direction where eight bands @Fig.
4~b!# are reduced in the self-consistent procedure to at most
five features @Fig. 5~b!#.
On a more detailed level one might argue that at least
superficially there appear to be discrepancies. However, fur-
ther analysis shows a definite meaning to these discrepan-
cies, some of which might hopefully stimulate further experi-
mental investigation. We address this problem systematically
for different experimentally observed features.
B. Bound states and their momentum dependencies
Let us first focus on the low-energy dispersionless states
A/A1 and C/C1. According to our calculation, these are
bound states appearing above the top of the bare 2p band,
and they only exist in the self-consistent theory. They can be
looked at as local doublets, in analogy to the ZR singlets in
the cuprates;6 their wave functions describe 2p holes bound
to spin flips. In the entirely localized case, this would invoke
a single localized spin flip: the doublet with M tot51/2,
which can be written as uC&}(A2u1,21/2&2u0,1/2&), where
uM ,m& refers to the zth component uM & of S51 Ni spin, and
to the zth component um& of the 2p hole with spin s51/2,
localized in a wave packet centered around this particular Ni
site. u1,21/2& can be taken to be the classical reference state
~free hole and Ne´el vacuum!, and u0,1/2& corresponds then
with the local spin flip responsible for the binding. The wave
function in SCBA is more involved, however. In addition to
these local spin flips it also includes a large number of spin
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system, caused by the short-range delocalization of the hole,
similarly as to what is found in the t-J model.10 Starting with
the spin-fermion model, it is therefore possible to arrive at a
unifying treatment of the formation of the local bound states
and their subsequent t-J-like delocalization.
As it turns out, the formation of the bound states is easier
to understand in the G-X and G-Y directions, and we first
focus on these directions, setting the stage for what is going
on in the G-M direction. The features A1 and C1 are bound
states, finding their origin in the antibonding p bands of the
noninteracting band structure. It is actually the case that the
A1 feature is best developed at the X/2 point @Fig. 6~a!#,
while the much broader C1 feature develops at all k values
along the G-Y direction @Fig. 6~b!#. Using symmetry argu-
ments as explained in more detail in the Appendix, this al-
lows us to identify precisely the microscopic nature of these
states. Because of our strong coupling assumption, the 3d
states have to be considered as localized while the ~bare! 2p
states are the band states with particular momenta. To find
out the magnitude of the spin-hole coupling, we have to
project the band states at a given momentum on the irreduc-
ible representations of the D4h point group symmetry at Ni
sites. Only at the high-symmetry points (G ,X/Y ,M ) do these
band states correspond with precise irreducible representa-
tions of the local symmetry group. At the G point the phases
of the 2p orbitals can be taken as indicated in Fig. 7. By
multiplying these with the phase factors exp(ikR), the
phases of 2p orbitals at X/Y , M points follow as in Fig. 7.
However, for tppÞ0 the oxygen orbitals are no longer or-
thogonal and one should consider instead the wave functions
rotated by p/4 in the ~001! plane to obtain the appropriate
meaning of both spectral functions.
Because of its kinetic origin, the strength of the Kondo
coupling can be directly determined from the strength of the
bare hybridization. If the local d state is nonbonding with
regard to the band state, the Kondo coupling vanishes, while
a maximal hybridization implies as well a maximal hole-
magnon scattering. It is directly seen from Fig. 7 that the
bare hybridization to the x22y2 and 3z22r2 states vanishes
both at the G and the M point; this explains why the low-
energy bound-state structures are missing at these points @see
Fig. 5~a!#. Moreover at the X point one can expect the stron-
gest bound states in the x22y2 channel. However, the mag-
netic umklapp k→k1Q scattering leads to the strongest QP
at the X/2 point in this channel. The conclusion is obvious:
FIG. 7. The phases of O(2p) orbitals with regard to x22y2
~top! and 3z22r2 ~bottom! Ni orbitals at various high-symmetry
points in momentum space.the A1 feature is associated with the x22y2 local doublet.
The maximum of this bound state at the X/2 point rather than
at the X point is similar to our recent findings in the spin-
fermion model for the CuO2 plane where pronounced bound
states build up at intermediate momenta close to the
(p/2,p/2) point,34 in agreement with the photoemission
experiments,35 although from a simple symmetry consider-
ation one would expect it to be best developed at the (p ,p)
point.
Let us now consider the 3z22r2 sector. It follows from
Fig. 7 that the coupling is now at maximum at the Y point.
Therefore, we conclude that the C1 feature corresponds with
the 3z22r2 ZR doublet. This state is at higher energy be-
cause the Kondo coupling18 involving the 3z22r2 state is
weaker than in the x22y2 case. The coupling is proportional
to the hopping matrix element squared, and the in-plane p-d
hopping is by a factor of 1/A3 less for 3z22r2 orbitals than
for x22y2 orbitals.24 Hence, the Kondo coupling is weaker
by a factor of 3 and this barely suffices to generate bound
states in the 3z22r2 sector, while the doublets that involve
the x22y2 states are strongly bound. This can be seen in Fig.
2~c! where, e.g., the bands crossing along the G-X direction
@Fig. 2~b!# are separated into two highly dispersive ~bonding-
antibonding! states and the other two states with small dis-
persion. Moreover, in the xy sector the coupling is also the
strongest at the Y point resulting in the less bound part of the
broad feature C1 that consists of more than one distinguish-
able part @see Fig. 6~b!#. The other state with 3z22r2 sym-
metry, although mixed with xy states, is the D1 feature in
the ^11& direction @see Fig. 6~a!#. The nonbonding character
of this state is consistent with its location at intermediate
energies.
Coming back to the experiment,5 we find that the energet-
ics of the calculated A/A1 and C/C1 features is roughly
correct, while the intensities are quite different from the ex-
periment. For instance, in the experiment the A/A1 and
C/C1 peaks dominate at the G point, while we find there
very small spectral weights. Worse, at first sight it might
appear as rather odd to indicate the A feature in Fig. 5~a!
although it is clearly distinguishable from the background
only in a very narrow momentum range. By considering the
symmetry arguments it is clear, however, why the lowest-
energy A feature is scarcely seen along the ^10& direction in
the calculation. The hybridization with the x22y2 states van-
ishes at the G and M points. Although it becomes finite away
from the end points so that the A feature becomes visible at
intermediate momenta, it is at best rather weak. Similarly,
the hole-magnon coupling in the 3z22r2 and xy channels is
also weaker in the G-M direction as compared to the G-X/Y
directions, and for the same reasons as for the A peak, the C
feature is not very pronounced along G-M .
Let us address the behavior of the ZR states at small mo-
menta. From Fig. 4 it is seen that the calculation without the
hole-magnon coupling predicts a single delta function at the
G and M points ~the width comes from the artificial broad-
ening!, signaling the vanishing of hole-magnon coupling at
this momentum. Let us consider the limiting case that the
Kondo exchange is much larger than the 2p bandwidth,
while the Heisenberg exchange J vanishes. It is easy to see
that in this limit a ~tightly bound! ZR doublet will be formed
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that this state exists at all momenta. Nevertheless, because of
the disappearance of the bare vertex it would be hardly vis-
ible in the p-spectral function at the G point. As shown in the
three-band Hubbard model for the cuprates,36 the d-like
spectral function dominates in the low-energy sector near the
G point. We remind the reader that in the context of the
cuprates the existence of a ZR state at the G point has been
the subject of considerable debate.37
Figure 6 shows that the A1 feature is characterized by a
small dispersion in the G-X/Y directions (E.0.2 eV) which
is similar to the t-J model: the bandwidth is close to JzS , a
number expected when this bandwidth would be entirely due
to quantum spin fluctuations. This is at first sight a surprising
outcome, since the spin-fermion model is characterized by a
large bare kinetic energy (O 2p bandwidth! which is miss-
ing in the t-J model. It can, however, be understood in terms
of the ZR localization: also in our theory the binding of the
O 2p hole to a particular Ni spin can be regarded as com-
plete and at long times the QP propagates as the hole in the
t-J model, mediated by the spin fluctuations in the back-
ground. The rather dispersionless appearance of the low-
energy states in the experiment5 is therefore not inconsistent
with our findings. We notice, however, that there is convinc-
ing evidence, both theoretically38 and experimentally,39 for
the importance of lattice driven self-localization in nick-
elates. Another explanation for the lack of dispersions could
therefore be the electron-phonon coupling leading to small
polaron formation. The essential difference between phonon
self-localization and the spin-driven affair discussed here is
that in contrast to the latter, the phonon mechanism involves,
in the first instance, optic modes. Accordingly, it is charac-
terized by much less momentum dependence than the spin
case, and the mechanism giving rise to the QP bandwidth in
the magnon case is basically absent when phonons are in-
volved.
It should also be noticed that the rather good comparison
of the calculated A-C splitting with experiment is actually
rather accidental. We consider a single atom layer slab, while
in reality this slab is connected with a half-infinity of bulk,
which will surely renormalize the splitting. Obviously, it is
unreasonable to expect that a simple model as we are using
can be quantitatively accurate in this regard.
To sum up, the symmetry-dictated momentum dependen-
cies of the intensities of the A/A1 and C/C1 features should
be considered as the main result of this paper and its
predecessor.17 In principle, it allows for a further empirical
characterization of the nature of these states. Within our
theorist’s limitation, we believe it should be possible to de-
sign experiments specifically targeting this issue. The strat-
egy could be to tune photon energies such that the 2p spec-
tral weights are enhanced over the 3d weights and look for
relative changes in the intensities. These should reflect the
extreme momentum dependence as we find in our theoretical
results. For instance, the weight in the low-energy features
should get drastically reduced at the G point.36 Is there any
ground to believe these effects on the basis of existing data?
It is striking that the A feature weakens approaching the high
and small momenta points along the ^100& direction in the
experiment of Shen et al.5 ~Figs. 7 and 8 in Ref. 5!, while itis much stronger along the ^110& direction ~Figs. 14, 19, and
20 in Ref. 5!. This is even in semiquantitative agreement
with our analysis.
To end this section, let us discuss the precise status of the
quasiselection rule governing the extreme momentum depen-
dences of the intensities in our calculation. These selection
rules are actually not robust—they are only exactly obeyed in
the strong coupling limit: U/t , D/t , (U2D)/t→‘ , which is
straightforward to see. In the argument involving Fig. 7, we
insisted on the locality of the d states. As can be seen by
comparing Fig. 2~a! with Fig. 3, this works quite differently
when the d states are treated as Bloch states. The 3d-Bloch
states hybridize with the 2p states at all momenta, with the
exception of the G and M point. At the G point, the 2p states
at ;24.7 eV ~Fig. 2! are thus not shifted by the hybridiza-
tion with the 3d states ~Fig. 5!. On the contrary, both at the
X and Y points it is seen that the 2p states are shifted down-
wards due to the p-d hybridization. At the M point only the
p-p hybridization is responsible for the lower energy of the
QP state in contrast to the G point.
As we already explained in the Introduction, NiO is in the
‘‘intermediate regime’’ of the old Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen
classification scheme.19 This was the conceptual novelty in
this paper: although both D/t and U/t are large, (U2D)/t is
small with the consequence that the hole dynamics is a low-
density analogue of the mixed valence regime. Compared to
the strong-coupling limit considered here, the charge dynam-
ics has to be considerably softer in reality. In the light of the
general experience,40 it is expected that this softening mani-
fests itself in first instance in the spectral weight redistribu-
tions. Since the selection rules are in some sense an artifact
of the strong-coupling limit, the first manifestation of the
softening of the charge dynamics has to be that spectral
weight is transferred from the high-lying incoherent 2p-like
states into the near-threshold ZR sector. This is the reason
that we do not hesitate to claim an A/C feature along G-M ,
although it does not have much spectral weight in the calcu-
lation.
C. Umklapp hole-magnon scattering
Consider the motion of the hole in the real space corre-
sponding with momenta along the G-X and G-Y directions,
respectively. On the one hand, from Fig. 1 it is seen that the
hole with momentum along the G-X direction moves from
one sublattice to the other. On the static level ~no spin
waves! this causes a severe magnetic umklapp scattering at
the magnetic zone boundary ~Fig. 2!. On the other hand, on
the static level the hole with momentum along the G-Y di-
rection moves on a parallel spin background, and there is no
umklapp in this direction. The absence of a magnetic gap on
the classical level has the effect that the bare kinetic energy
is much larger, as is evident from Fig. 2. Let us now consider
the dynamical theory. One could be tempted to think that
since the G-Y hole moves effectively through a ferromagnet,
a hole of this kind would not scatter against spin waves at all.
Considering Fig. 6 one finds that this is not the case. Espe-
cially at larger momenta the spectral function bears little re-
semblance with the free-particle spectrum and the hole-
magnon scattering is strong.
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would be neglected, the hole-magnon scattering would be
identical along the G-X and G-Y directions ~see Ref. 17!.
Although the inclusion of the umklapp changes the detailed
momentum dependencies of the bare vertex @Eq. ~27!#, its
average strength is barely affected. The rather different ap-
pearance of the spectral functions along the G-X and G-Y
directions is therefore primarily caused by the decrease of
free band width in the ‘‘antiferromagnetic’’ G-X direction
~Fig. 2!. In other words, the umklapp scattering leads to the
Y /2 point being nonbonding ~and to hardly visible A1 feature
at this point! while at the X/2 point a strong QP A1 state is
observed. Thus, we have to conclude that the magnetic um-
klapp scattering is important and has to be included if a
quantitative analysis of the spectral functions is made.18,41 In
fact, the overall shape of the bound-type spectral function at
the X/2 point @Fig. 6~a!# starts to resemble what is found
in the t-J model, where the free kinetic energy is entirely
absent.
D. Band and scattering states at higher energies
As we have emphasized in the Introduction, the presence
of the dispersionless states at low energies in the one-hole
spectral function is consistent with the expectations follow-
ing from the experience with bound states in the cuprates.
The surprise comes due to the simultaneous observation of
the strongly dispersive features D/D1 and E/E1 at high
energy.5
In fact, in our calculations the dispersive high-energy fea-
tures ~along the G-X and G-Y directions! are quite well re-
produced. In first instance these can be looked at as slightly
shifted and broadened versions of the lowest-lying band
states of Fig. 4 @notice that in Fig. 4~a! much larger broad-
ening e50.1 was used than assumed in Figs. 5 and 6, where
e50.01]. This is quite literally true for the sharp feature D1
that is quite distinct in the G-X direction @Fig. 6~a!#. This
feature turns out to be the 3z22r2 symmetry state, with the
energy in the vicinity of the noninteracting band state. In the
G-Y direction the broad feature E1 is also well visible at
small momenta. In the experiment, the E/E1 states are most
convincing as ‘‘bandlike states.’’
That these dispersive features appear in this rather well-
defined manner should be regarded as a quantitative matter
for which an explicit computation is needed. The only quali-
tative statement that can be made is that at certain momenta
the hole-magnon vertex vanishes, as explained in the previ-
ous section. Obviously, at these special momenta the 2p
holes are not affected by the scattering against the spin
waves. Away from these momenta it is about the relative
strength of the hole-magnon scattering in the various bare
bands and this is a complicated matter. The main quantitative
outcome of our calculations is that apparently the hole-
magnon coupling is at the same time strong enough to cause
a strong ZR localization while certain high-energy 2p elec-
trons scatter off magnons sufficiently weakly such that these
states can be understood in terms of bare band states dressed
up with weak self-energy effects.
Although we already argued that the gross, qualitative
comparison is quite convincing, one might be more skeptical
about the detailed comparison, especially regarding the‘‘band-like’’ features. The problem is that the quantitative
accuracy of the bare model is much more directly probed at
these higher energies than is the case of the low-energy sec-
tor that is dominated to such an extent by the interaction
effects that the fine details of the bare model are wiped out.
The bare model is of course fairly crude. It is limited to a
slab, and, moreover, it neglects many details of the bare-
band structure, like s-p hybridization, longer-range p-p hop-
pings, etc., which are known to give rise to sizable distor-
tions of the bare band structure. In this regard, the G and M
points have a special status because of the aforementioned
decoupling of the bare band from the magnons.
E. Results for different superexchange and Kondo elements
Finally, we present the dependence of such characteristic
QP features like spectral weights and dispersions on the su-
perexchange interaction, and compare our numerical results
with those known for the t-J model.11,14 The dependence of
the QP states on the value of superexchange between local-
ized spins J ~for a fixed ratio J8/J50.1) is shown in Fig. 8.
At the X/2 point one finds a decrease in the binding energy
with increasing superexchange energy, with some secondary
bound state above the main ZR peak, while the high-energy
states at v;26.5 eV are hardly changed by the scale of
spin fluctuations, supporting their interpretation as bandlike
oxygen states @see Fig. 8~a!#. The total energetic extent of the
spectra remains almost not effected by the magnon energetic
scale.42 At the Y point the spectra for larger J develop irregu-
lar structure at intermediate energies @see Fig. 8~b!#, showing
that it is difficult to form a QP state in this case due to the
umklapp scattering.
In Table I we present the spectral weights and binding
energies ~relative positions of QP’s to the free oxygen bands!
FIG. 8. The electronic spectral functions A(k,v) for the realistic
parameters of NiO at ~a! the X/2 point, and ~b! the Y point, as
obtained for J50.1, 0.2, and 0.5 eV.
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QP weight grows up, absorbing gradually the incoherent part
with increasing J (a50.1), while the binding energy (Eb)
decreases. The strong QP’s at the X/2 point occur quite close
to the free band, but the spectral weight does not exceed
;0.2 even at J50.5 eV, as the free spectrum at this point
consists of four peaks @see Fig. 4~a!#, and only the lowest one
plays an active role in the formation of the bound state.
Therefore, the strength of the QP state at the Y point, with
only two peaks in the free spectrum, exceeds the one at the
X/2 point for large values of J.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Our results demonstrate that the essential features ob-
served in the photoemission for NiO may be understood in
terms of a strongly correlated spin-fermion model. The dis-
persionless states (A/A1, C/C1) together with strongly dis-
persive ones (D/D1, E/E1) have been found and identified
with features seen in the photoemission experiments.5 As we
discussed, the bound states have predominantly x22y2 sym-
metry, while the other two channels form mainly the strongly
dispersive band part of the spectra at intermediate energies.
Therefore, this work shows that proper treatment of both
‘‘localized’’ and ‘‘itinerant’’ states is essential in Mott-
Hubbard systems, while both the cluster and impurity model
approaches, and the conventional band-structure theory, miss
this important aspect.
The quantum fluctuations of the background antiferro-
magnet play a prominent role in causing spectral functions
showing both localized and dispersive features: a different
spectral function is obtained when the Ising limit is consid-
ered instead, resembling the t-Jz model. However, in order to
obtain the ladder spectrum within the SCBA, in analogy to
the t-Jz model,14 one needs to make further simplifying as-
sumptions for the hopping elements in the present spin-
fermion model.43
The spin-fermion model as derived by us was obtained
using perturbation theory in the strongly correlated regime.
This implies certain limitations, as we had to assume that
tpd!U2D , and the oxygen p states are well separated from
all d7 configurations. In reality the lowest d7 (2T) configu-
ration is strongly hybridized with the O(2p) states and this
can lead to a different hole-magnon vertex and consequently
to some redistribution of the t2g-like spectral weight. The
other consequence of this intermediate character of NiO
would also be some redistribution of the spectral weight
from the actual bound state towards less visible QP’s like the
TABLE I. QP spectral weights ak and positions of the coherent
states relative to the free oxygen band Eb ~in eV! at the X/2 and X
points for various values of J ~in eV! as obtained for the realistic
parameters.
k5(p/4,p/4) k5(p/2,p/2)
J ak Eb ak Eb
0.1 0.106 1.14 0.026 2.13
0.2 0.152 0.96 0.145 1.68
0.5 0.208 0.75 0.331 1.14A feature in G-M direction. Moreover, as the CT gap D is
much larger than in the cuprates, one might consider the
limit D@U2D ~with hole-magnon interactions going
mainly through d7 excitations! and leave the ;1/(U2D)
processes unprojected. They lead to an additional ‘‘
;d˜ k
†pk2qbq’’ hole-magnon vertex and finite binding energy
of a hole at the G and M points.20,44 The resulting Hamil-
tonian is similar to the recently considered spin-fermion
model for a CuO2 plane in the mixed-valence regime,44
where one could describe not only the oxygen part of the
spectrum, but also the copper 3d8 (3A2) excited states. Al-
ternatively, one might simplify the effective Hamiltonian ne-
glecting the t2g orbitals in the model.45
In this paper we have actually assumed that the experi-
ment measures a pure 2p spectral weight. The experiment is
less perfect and it also picks up appreciable d weight. As we
argued, at the G and M points the nonboundedness of the 2p
states is given by symmetry considerations and approved by
our calculations. Nevertheless, the experiment shows a large
weight in the sector of bound states at this momentum. This
can come from the 3d channel36 or from the Hubbard cor-
rections to the Green functions, which in the t-J model lead
to some redistribution of the spectral weight.13 It is expected
that also the 3d spectral function would show appreciable
weights in the ZR sector.36 This should even be true in the
strong-coupling limit. As Eskes and Eder have shown,46 one
has to be careful with wave-function renormalization factors
showing up in the strong-coupling expansions. Also in the
present case, these are neglected and in parallel with the t-J
case they are expected to give rise to disproportionally large
spectral weight transfers to the low-lying states. There is still
some controversy about the validity of the t-J-like models
for these systems.47 What is needed is a further systematical
study of these spectral weight transfer effects in the present
spin-fermion model context, as well as an experimental ef-
fort aimed at the separation of the pure 2p and 3d spectral
weights.
Another effect not included in the present model is the
electron-phonon interaction. We have verified that including
a small electron-phonon vertex (M!JK , where the vertex
was assumed to be independent of the momenta! due to a
coupling to an Einstein mode (V;J), and using a similar
SCBA for both kinds of vertices,48 results in even less dis-
persive QP’s than those obtained in Sec. III. This indicates
that in order to allow a more quantitative comparison with
the experiment, certain imperfections of our spin-fermion
model would have to be improved to make it more realistic.
Recently the electronic excitations in NiO were investi-
gated starting from the Hartree-Fock29 or the LDA ~Ref. 49!
approaches, and taking into account the local three-body cor-
relations. Although the self-energy corrections included in
these calculations lead to the correct value of the band gap,
they neglect the explicit treatment of the oxygen orbitals and
do not include any magnetic scattering, which is the main
ingredient of our strong-coupling model. As a result, the
low-energy states found by them have a predominantly
nickel character, in contrast with the oxygen-bound states
found in the present method.
The results obtained for NiO combined with the earlier
ones for the CuO2 plane8 encourage us to argue that similar
PRB 61 13 585ORIGIN OF BAND AND LOCALIZED ELECTRON . . .physics stands behind the measured photoemission spectra
for other strongly correlated transition metal oxides, as, for
instance, CoO ~see Ref. 50! or FeO, which have similar crys-
tal and magnetic structure,1 and their parameters are believed
to represent also the CT regime.19
On a more general level, the message of this work is that
our calculations suggest an interpretation of the single-hole
spectral function of NiO being different from previous ap-
proaches that put more emphasis on local aspects of the
problem. Conceptually, it implies that the quantum dynamics
at work is of a spatial-temporal character. This is a theme
that extends far beyond the present simple context. It under-
lies such important topics in the field of strongly correlated
fermions as the meaning of the infinitely dimensional dy-
namical mean-field theory in physical dimensions,51 the rel-
evance of the Anderson impurity viewpoint towards heavy-
fermion physics, etc. We suspect that the experimental
community might find ways to test the precise instances
where our picture differs radically from the other interpreta-
tions.
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APPENDIX: SYMMETRY OF QUASIPARTICLES
AT DIFFERENT MOMENTA
In order to gain more insight into the nature of QP states
at different momenta we have examined the self-energy
S(k,v) at two high-symmetry points (X/2 and Y ) in the
unfolded BZ ~Fig. 9!. The real part of S(k,v) changes sign
at intermediate energies, being negative ~positive! in the low-
~high-! energy sector. Such a behavior comes from the fol-
lowing relation between the real part of the self-energy and
spectral functions:
Re Smm~k,v!5(
q,n
M mn
2 ~k,q!E
2‘
‘
dv8
An~k2q,v8!
v2vq2v8
.
~A1!
The presence of bound states manifests itself by the minima
found for v.22.0 eV in both Re S(k,v) and Im S(k,v).
In addition to these low-energy states one finds the maxima
in Re S(k,v) at v.28.0 eV, near the high-energy tiny
antibound states along G-X/Y . The strongest oscillations in
the self-energy occur at the X/2 point @see Fig. 9~a!# where
the bound states are the strongest, whereas smaller changes
are found at the Y point, making the spectral features at this
point less affected by magnon scattering. The oscillations
above the QP energy are less intense than observed in the t-J
model, as compared with Figs. 7~c! and 7~d! of Ref. 14.
The relative phases of orbitals at different momenta can
be easily obtained by multiplying them with appropriateexp(ikR) factors ~see Fig. 7!. In the presence of direct p-p
hoppings one should consider two sets of orthogonal oxygen
orbitals ~parallel or perpendicular to their nearest neighbors!
rather than their linear combinations having the local d sym-
metry. Moreover, we have to take into account that the um-
klapp scattering can mix the symmetries belonging to k and
k1Q states. To confirm the previous findings concerning the
symmetry of bound states at different points in the BZ, we
have performed additional calculations for the realistic pa-
rameters but with the Kondo element of one of the symme-
tries switched off in the vertex M mn(k,q). We observed sub-
stantial alterations in the intensity and positions of main
features when Jx ,e50 or Jz ,e50 was assumed, whereas for
Jt50 we found only very slight changes in the spectra.
As far as the G-X and G-Y directions are concerned ~see
the spectra presented in Fig. 6!, we have found that the
bound state (A1) has the x22y2 symmetry, while for the
remaining spectrum both xy and 3z22r2 symmetries are al-
lowed. In fact, the C1/D1 features in the G-X/Y directions
have mainly the 3z22r2 symmetry ~very strong change in
the intensity of this state was found when Jz ,e50), while
weak features D1, E1 in the G-Y direction result from the
interactions in all three channels. In the G-M direction @Fig.
5~a!# the low-lying QP state at small momenta and high-
energy states close to the M point both have predominantly
the x22y2 symmetry. Moreover, with Jx ,e50 one finds two
additional band states at intermediate energies in the G-X
direction that are present in the model without magnons, but
are completely wiped out by magnon scattering.
Unlike in the spin-fermion model for the CuO2 plane,8
where ferromagnetically correlated p states acted like ‘‘pair-
breakers’’ on the bound states in the eg channel, here we
encounter the FM Kondo coupling being negligible (Jt2/Jx ,e2
FIG. 9. The hole self-energy for the realistic parameters of NiO
at ~a! the X/2 and ~b! the Y points in the BZ. Solid and dashed lines
correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the self-energy, re-
spectively.
13 586 PRB 61JAN BAŁA, ANDRZEJ M. OLES´ , AND JAN ZAANEN;0.01). This different behavior is naturally explained by
different lattice structures. In the CuO2 plane, eg and t2g
bound states are built on different subsets of oxygen orbitals,
whereas in NiO a s-like orbital in one direction becomesp-like in the other. Large overlap between both symmetries
combined with a very small Jt Kondo element gives that
only eg coherent states can be built within our model for
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